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Sussex House Nursery
Sussex House
1 Abbey Road
Brighton
BN2 1ES
Tel: 01273 664583
Ofsted No130674

The safety and wellbeing of all children, families and staff is paramount. Therefore during
periods of adverse weather Sussex House and Wendy House Nurseries will adhere to the
following procedures:
Weather – Snow Conditions
It is Brighton & Sussex University Hospitals NHS Trust nurseries policy to make every
effort to operate a normal service whenever possible. The decision to reduce the service
or closure will be after the following procedure:




Childcare Service Manager will liaise with the Nursery Managers
Request to change operational hours to be raised to HR Director
BSUH NHS Trust Executive Board if deemed necessary.

The nurseries will reduce the service hours if one or more of the following applies



Wendy House Nursery
Princess Royal
Hospital
Lewes Road
Haywards Heath
RH16 4EX
Tel: 01444 441881 ext
8451
Ofsted No. EY231358

Insufficient staffing levels therefore breaching legal ratios
Conditions on site are dangerous or health and safety cannot be maintained
Conditions are considered hazardous for children, families and staff to travel

Parents and Carers will be regularly updated to any operational changes either by nursery
notices (pre-warning), telephone, email and social media.
If the nursery closure requires a refund of sessional hours charge this will be discussed
with the management team and the parent or carer.
Weather – Hot Weather
The nurseries provide a free flow indoor and outdoor access. The garden is used by the
children daily throughout the year and will also be available during the hot summer
months.
As part of the daily routine nursery staff will discuss with children the importance of
suitable clothing for varying weather conditions. During warm weather children will learn
about keeping safe in the sun with skin clear and hydration.
To ensure the safe and well-being off the children the nurseries will work within the
following measures.


The nursery will restrain from using the outdoor area between the hours of 112pm if there is not adequate shading in very warm temperatures (times may vary
and extended in very hot conditions).



Parent and carers are required to complete a consent form within the registration
documentation for the nursery staff to apply sun cream to their child.



The nursery provides high factor sun cream lotion of 30 factor and above. This
information will be displayed in the nursery. Those will allergies are required to
bring their own with the child’s name labelled.



To ensure sun lotions remain effective the nursery replenishes the lotions
annually. Those lotions brought in from home will be returned if suitable.



If possible, when applying sun cream two members of staff will be present in the
room. Staff will wipe their hands after each application of sun cream to prevent
the spread of different sun creams from child to child which could possibly cause
an allergic reaction. We encourage older children to apply sun lotion themselves
under supervision.



If a child does not have sun cream applied he/she will not play outside during
high UV or sun temperatures, unless the nursery in receipt of a disclaimer to the
nursery and reasonable adjustments can be made. *Note the nursery has will
encourage the child to play in the shade or indoors to ensure they do not have direct sun
to protect risk of sunburn.



Parent and carers are required to provide sun hats for their child.



The nursery requests that children wear suitable clothing in the warm weather so
not to over expose their skin to the sun.



Parent and carers are requested to apply sun lotion before they arrive at nursery.



Nursery will provide shaded areas for the children to play in.



During free flow play (outside/indoors) children will have the opportunity to drink
water.



During warm weather nursery staff will ensure all children have regular drinks.



During periods of very hot weather staff will be required to follow Health and
Safety procedures of BSUH Trust and record room temperatures.



All playrooms have appropriate fans and window ventilation.

* If permission is not given by the parent or carer to apply sun cream, due to the child
having an allergic reaction, the parent or carer should provide suitable appropriate
clothing to cover the child skin. Nursery staff will encourage the child to play in shaded
areas.
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